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• Capacity
– Maximum Achievable Data Rate
– Shannon Capacity Theorem:
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Wireless Data Rates
• Data Rate

– Bandwidth: Samples/sec
– Modulation: Bits/sec
– Coding Rate: Data Bits/Coded Bits
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Figure 7: The MAC layer adds a header to the data bits.

Figure 8: Physical layer.

A bit stream, e.g., 01011101 can be modulated by an ON-OFF key. This way, if the
received signal has a non zero power, the receiver demodulates it as bit 1; otherwise, modu-
lates as bit 0. The problem with this modulation is that first, the jump in the step function
(the key) requires infinit bandwidth for transmission and is not practical. Another rea-
son this modulation is not e�cient is that the mechanical ON-OFF switches are not fast
enough, and if it takes T seconds for the key to change its state, then the transmission rate
would be R = 1

T

<< B, where B is the bandwidth. If we define spectral e�ciency as R

B

bits/seconds/hz, the spectral e�ciency for an ON-OFF modulation is not high!
Binary phase-shift keying (BPSK): This method has the same objections as ON-

OFF modulation, but it gives us intuition about other modulation methods, so we study it
briefly. In BPSK, the logic bits 000 and 010 are modulated by �1 and +1 as depicted in the
following figure:
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Figure 9: BPSK modulation.

4QAM: 4QAM is more e�cient than BPSK as we send two bits per transmission. 4QAm
is depicted in the following figure:

This representation of the modulated symbols is called the constellation presentation.
The phase in the constellation points show phase shift.
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Lecture: Rate Adaption 
1. BitRate 

BitRate is the number of bits that are conveyed or processed per unit of time. Every bit of the 
data is transmitted in the channel. Wireless channels are unstable and change over time. A good 
channel will have less noise to be added on the data signal. The SNR at the receiver will be 
higher. In this case, the transmitter is able to send more bits per symbol, resulting in the higher 
bitrate. In the other way, if the channel state is bad, more noise will be added on the data signal. 
SNR at the receiver will be decreased, which leads transmitter to transmit less bits per symbol.  
 
Bits per symbol will change with different modulations. Assuming the bandwidth is 1 MHZ. 
With good channel state, BPSK can transmit 1 bit/symbol, the constellation diagram of BPSK is 
shown in the Figure 1. The number of symbols that can be transmitted in a unit time is 1M/sec. 
Therefore, the bitrate for BPSK is 1Mb/sec. 4QAM is able to send 2 bits at each symbol. The 
bitrate for 4QAM is 2Mb/sec. 16 QAM is able to send 4 bits at each symbol. The bitrate for 
16QAM is 4Mb/sec. 
 

  

Figure1. Constellation for BPSK 

Preamble Bits: Known bits
! 0 = 1 % 0 = ℎ + * 0 	
! 1 = 1 % 1 = ℎ + * 1 	
! 2 = −1 % 2 = −ℎ + * 2 	

Estimate channel:	ℎ9 =:% ;
! ;<	

Correct channel:	!C # = % #
ℎ9 7
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Multipath Propagation: radio signal reflects off objects 
ground, arriving at destination at slightly different times
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§ Inter-Symbol-Interference: 
Symbols arriving late interfere 
with following symbols.

§ Channel Fading: 
Paths can sum up destructively 
or constructively 



Example 2 paths with distance !" = 1%, !' = 1.06%: 
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@"# = 2.5()*	(- = 12	/0):	
ℎ = 0.12	56

78
9 + 0.113	56

<8
9 ≈ 0.006

@"7 = 5()*	(- = 6	/0):	
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<8
9 + 0.05		56

<8
9 ≈ 0.116

17×
è 24dB

Multipath Wireless Channel
Example 2 paths with distance A# = 10, A7 = 1.060: 

ℎ = ℎ# + ℎ7 =
-
A#
	5678CD/F + -

A7
	5678CG/F

Frequency Selective Fading 
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Thus, for narrow band, convolving with the wireless channel reduces to multiplying by a single
complex number h and we can now write the received signal y(t) as:

y(t) = hx(t) + n(t).

• Wide Band Channel: For wide band we can approximate the wireless channel h(t) by a
multi-tap channel i.e. multiple delayed impulses as shown in Figure 5. For a k tap channel
the received signal y(t) can be written as:

y(t) =
i=k
!

i=0

h(i)s(t− iτ)
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Figure 5: Time Domain Wide Band Channel h(t) (≈11 taps)

• Frequency Selective Fading: Convolution with h(t) in the time domain results multipli-
cation with H(f) in the frequency domain. For narrow band, h(t) is an impulse and H(f) is
flat. For wide band, H(f) results in different attenuation for different frequencies as shown
in Figure 6. The figure also shows that for narrow bands the channel can be approximated as
flat.

y(t) = h(t) ∗ s(t) + n(t) ⇔ Y (f) = H(f)S(f) +N

−80 −60 −40 −20 0 20 40 60 80
Frequency in MHz

Figure 6: Frequency Selective Fading for 100 MHz channel

• Inter-Symbol-Interference: Multi-path results in inter-symbol-interference i.e. delayed
symbols interfere with the symbol being decoding. The effect is sever and results in decoding
errors for wide band since the symbol length is short and of the order of the delayed taps. The
next lecture will discuss how we deal with this problem using OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing).
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• Inter-Symbol-Interference: Multi-path results in inter-symbol-interference i.e. delayed
symbols interfere with the symbol being decoding. The effect is sever and results in decoding
errors for wide band since the symbol length is short and of the order of the delayed taps. The
next lecture will discuss how we deal with this problem using OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing).
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• Inter-Symbol-Interference: Multi-path results in inter-symbol-interference i.e. delayed
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• Inter-Symbol-Interference: Multi-path results in inter-symbol-interference i.e. delayed
symbols interfere with the symbol being decoding. The effect is sever and results in decoding
errors for wide band since the symbol length is short and of the order of the delayed taps. The
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• Inter-Symbol-Interference: Multi-path results in inter-symbol-interference i.e. delayed
symbols interfere with the symbol being decoding. The effect is sever and results in decoding
errors for wide band since the symbol length is short and of the order of the delayed taps. The
next lecture will discuss how we deal with this problem using OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency
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• Inter-Symbol-Interference: Multi-path results in inter-symbol-interference i.e. delayed
symbols interfere with the symbol being decoding. The effect is sever and results in decoding
errors for wide band since the symbol length is short and of the order of the delayed taps. The
next lecture will discuss how we deal with this problem using OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing).
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• Inter-Symbol-Interference: Multi-path results in inter-symbol-interference i.e. delayed
symbols interfere with the symbol being decoding. The effect is sever and results in decoding
errors for wide band since the symbol length is short and of the order of the delayed taps. The
next lecture will discuss how we deal with this problem using OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing).
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• Inter-Symbol-Interference: Multi-path results in inter-symbol-interference i.e. delayed
symbols interfere with the symbol being decoding. The effect is sever and results in decoding
errors for wide band since the symbol length is short and of the order of the delayed taps. The
next lecture will discuss how we deal with this problem using OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing).
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• Inter-Symbol-Interference: Multi-path results in inter-symbol-interference i.e. delayed
symbols interfere with the symbol being decoding. The effect is sever and results in decoding
errors for wide band since the symbol length is short and of the order of the delayed taps. The
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• Inter-Symbol-Interference: Multi-path results in inter-symbol-interference i.e. delayed
symbols interfere with the symbol being decoding. The effect is sever and results in decoding
errors for wide band since the symbol length is short and of the order of the delayed taps. The
next lecture will discuss how we deal with this problem using OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency
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• Inter-Symbol-Interference: Multi-path results in inter-symbol-interference i.e. delayed
symbols interfere with the symbol being decoding. The effect is sever and results in decoding
errors for wide band since the symbol length is short and of the order of the delayed taps. The
next lecture will discuss how we deal with this problem using OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing).
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Thus, for narrow band, convolving with the wireless channel reduces to multiplying by a single
complex number h and we can now write the received signal y(t) as:

y(t) = hx(t) + n(t).

• Wide Band Channel: For wide band we can approximate the wireless channel h(t) by a
multi-tap channel i.e. multiple delayed impulses as shown in Figure 5. For a k tap channel
the received signal y(t) can be written as:

y(t) =
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• Frequency Selective Fading: Convolution with h(t) in the time domain results multipli-
cation with H(f) in the frequency domain. For narrow band, h(t) is an impulse and H(f) is
flat. For wide band, H(f) results in different attenuation for different frequencies as shown
in Figure 6. The figure also shows that for narrow bands the channel can be approximated as
flat.
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• Inter-Symbol-Interference: Multi-path results in inter-symbol-interference i.e. delayed
symbols interfere with the symbol being decoding. The effect is sever and results in decoding
errors for wide band since the symbol length is short and of the order of the delayed taps. The
next lecture will discuss how we deal with this problem using OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing).
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Thus, for narrow band, convolving with the wireless channel reduces to multiplying by a single
complex number h and we can now write the received signal y(t) as:
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• Inter-Symbol-Interference: Multi-path results in inter-symbol-interference i.e. delayed
symbols interfere with the symbol being decoding. The effect is sever and results in decoding
errors for wide band since the symbol length is short and of the order of the delayed taps. The
next lecture will discuss how we deal with this problem using OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing).
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• Inter-Symbol-Interference: Multi-path results in inter-symbol-interference i.e. delayed
symbols interfere with the symbol being decoding. The effect is sever and results in decoding
errors for wide band since the symbol length is short and of the order of the delayed taps. The
next lecture will discuss how we deal with this problem using OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing).
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Wide Band vs Narrow Band Channel
Wide band channel: 
• Multi-tap channel
• ! " = ℎ " ∗ 	' "
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Narrow band channel: 
• Flat channel
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§ Solution: 
OFDM: Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

§ Idea: transmit symbols in frequency not time. 
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